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Including:
BR
CA
DZ
ESA
IL
US

DPAC
participating countries
~450 members

DPCI

DPCG

DPCC

DPCB

DPCT

DPCE

l Gaia data processing is a
Pan-European cooperation
I Academic institutions and

national space agencies
I Supported through

national funding
I Processing power spread

over 6 centres
I ESAC team integral part

of DPAC
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A (childlike) desire to see what’s out 
there.

Variability is everywhere, and a useful 
diagnostic in Astrophysics.

Studying variable/transient behaviour 
leads to improved/new physics

Why do transient 
Astronomy ?

Let's go burn down the 
observatory so this will 

never happen again.

(The Simpsons, Bart’s 
Comet, S06E14)
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EXPLORING THE OPTICAL TRANSIENT SKY WITH THE PALOMAR TRANSIENT FACTORY, Rau et 
al. 2009

6

the transient zoo: from fast to slow

well 
studied

few 
cases

not seen 
yet

made 
up
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=lv8HtH-O3uQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lv8HtH-O3uQ


Gaia as a transient survey
Gaia OGLE-IV Catalina 

Sky Survey
PTF LSST  

(from 2020??)

deg2 day-1 ≈ 1230 150 1200 1000 5000

Avg 
Cadence

≈ 30 
days

20min–  
5d days

14 days 5 days 4 days

Limiting 
mag ~20.7 22 19.5 21 r=24.7

fsky all sky 0.07 0.6 0.2 <0.48



Some of us were lucky 
enough to go to Kourou 

to watch the launch
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Launch December 19 2013 09:12:19 UTC
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Scanning Law

• 2 telescopes

• 1 focal plane

• spin period 6h

• precession period 70d

• FOVs 1+2 sep by 106.5m

• Time between scans: 6h

• Field revisited every ~30d

• Average of ~70 epochs

• Densest ~200 epochs
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Scanning Law
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Scanning Law

• Two telescopes, one focal plane

• Time between FOVs: 106.5m

• Time between successive scans: 6h


• Field revisited every ~30 days

• Each object measured ~70 times

• Densest coverage ~200 epochs
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Gaia Focal Plane

FoV: 0.7 deg x 0.7 deg

pixel: 0.059”(AL) x 0.177”(AC)
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Gaia Focal Plane

FoV: 0.7 deg x 0.7 deg

pixel: 0.059”(AL) x 0.177”(AC)

~1 billion pixels every 
4.4 seconds. 

Whole sky survey at 
very short time-scales
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BP/RP spectra: classification

• two low-res fused-silica prisms 

• BP 330-680nm @ 4-32 nm/pixel 

• RP 640-1000nm @ 7-15 nm/pixel

Gaia flux calibration 85

Figure 4: Left: the passbands of the G-band, BP and RP; Right: a simulated RP dispersed
image, with a red rectangle marking the window assigned for compression and ground
telemetry. c⃝ESA

The next step is the Astrometric Global Iterative Solution (AGIS) processing. AGIS
processes together the attitude and calibration parameters with the source parameters,
refining them in an iterative procedure that stops when the adjustments become sufficiently
small. As soon as new data come in, on the basis of 6 months cycles, all the data in hand
are reprocessed together from scratch. This is the only scheme that allows for the quoted
precisions, and it is also the philosophy that justifies Gaia as a self-calibrating mission. The
primary AGIS cycle will treat only stars that are flagged as single and non-variable (expected
to be around 500 millions), while other kinds of objects will be computed in secondary AGIS
cycles that utilize the main AGIS solution. Dedicated pipelines for specific kinds of objects
(asteroids, slightly extended objects, variable objects and so on) are being put in place to
extract the best possible precision. Owing to the large data volume (100 Tb) that Gaia
will produce, and to the iterative nature of the processing, the computing challenges are
formidable: AGIS processing alone requires some 1021 FLOPs which translates to runtimes
of months on the ESAC computers in Madrid.

1.6. Spectrophotometry

The primary aim of the photometric instrument is mission critical in two respects: (i) to
correct the measured centroids position in the AF for systematic chromatic effects, and (ii)
to classify and determine astrophysical characteristics of all objects, such as temperature,
gravity, mass, age and chemical composition (in the case of stars).

The BP and RP spectrophotometers are based on a dispersive-prism approach such
that the incoming light is not focussed in a PSF-like spot, but dispersed along the scan
direction in a low-resolution spectrum. The BP operates between 330–680 nm while the
RP between 640-1000 nm (Figure 4). Both prisms have appropriate broad-band filters to
block unwanted light. The two dedicated CCD stripes cover the full height of the AF and,
therefore, all objects that are imaged in the AF are also imaged in the BP and RP.

The resolution is a function of wavelength, ranging from 4 to 32 nm/pix for BP and 7
to 15 nm/pix for RP. The spectral resolution, R=λ/δλ ranges from 20 to 100 approximately.
The dispersers have been designed in such a way that BP and RP spectra are of similar sizes
(45 pixels). Window extensions meant to measure the sky background are implemented.
To compress the amount of data transmitted to the ground, all the BP and RP spectra
– except for the brightest stars – are binned on chip in the across-scan direction, and are
transmitted to the ground as one-dimensional spectra. Figure 4 shows a simulated RP
spectrum, unbinned, before windowing, compression, and telemetry.

Gaia - Taking the Galactic Census Photometric Instrument

Left: Schematic view of the photometric instrument and the Gaia focal plane. Right: BP and RP dispersion
properties (see text). Figures courtesy of EADS Astrium.

The primary aim of the photometric instrument is to measure the spectral energy distribution of all observed
objects. This measurement is mission critical in two respects: it serves (i) to correct the measured centroid
positions in the main astrometric field for systematic chromatic shifts, and (ii) to determine astrophysical
characteristics, such as effective temperature, mass, age, and chemical composition, for all stars.

Gaia’s photometric instrument is based on a dispersive-prism approach such that starlight is not focused in a
PSF-like spot but dispersed along the scan direction in a low-resolution spectrum. The instrument consists of
two low-resolution fused-silica prisms dispersing all the light entering the field of view. One disperser – called BP
for Blue Photometer – operates in the wavelength range 330–680 nm; the other – called RP for Red Photometer
– covers the wavelength range 640–1000 nm. Both prisms have appropriate broad-band filters for blocking
unwanted light. The photometric instrument is integrated with the astrometric and spectroscopic instruments
and telescopes; the photometric CCDs are located in the Gaia focal plane. As a result, light and objects coming
from the two viewing directions of the two telescopes are superimposed on the photometric CCDs. The prisms
are located between the last telescope mirror (M6) and the focal plane, close to the latter, and are physically
supported by the CCD radiator (see the figure above).

Two CCD strips are dedicated to photometry, one for BP and one for RP. Both strips cover the full astrometric
field of view in the across-scan direction. Since BP and RP use the (astrometric) Sky Mapper (SM) function for
object detection and confirmation, all objects selected for observation in the astrometric field will also be selected
for observation in BP and RP. All BP and RP CCDs are operated in TDI (time-delayed integration) mode. The
CCDs have 4500 TDI lines and 1966 pixel columns (10 × 30 µm2 pixels). Anti-reflection coatings and device
thicknesses, and thus quantum efficiencies, are optimised separately for BP and RP.

The spectral resolution is a function of wavelength as a result of the natural dispersion curve of fused silica; the
dispersion is higher at short wavelengths, and ranges from 4 to 32 nm/pixel for BP and from 7 to 15 nm/pixel
for RP (see figure). The variation across-scan does not exceed ±9% for BP and ±4% for RP. The BP and RP
dispersers have been designed in such a way that BP and RP spectra have similar sizes (on the order of 45 pixels
along scan). BP and RP spectra will be binned on-chip in the across-scan direction; no along-scan binning is
used. For bright stars, single-pixel-resolution windows are allocated, in combination with TDI gates. RP and BP
will be able to reach object densities on the sky of at least 750,000 objects deg-2. Window extensions meant to
measure the sky background have been implemented.
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Source: Jos de Bruijne For more about Gaia visit the Gaia web site:
http://www.rssd.esa.int/Gaia

2009-08-25 (Rev. 2)
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Routine operations
•  In 5-year routine phase since 18 July 2014

•  Nominal scanning law optimised for Jupiter quadrupole moment general relativity 
experiment

•  Data collection:

–  225 billion astrometric measurements

–  45 billion photometric measurements

–  4.4 billion spectra

•  Magnitude limits

–  Astrometry and photometry between 2 < G < 20.7 mag

–  Stars brighter than G = 3 mag captured with Sky Mapper imaging

–  Spectra till GRVS = 16.2 mag (and G > 2 mag)

4
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Timeline for Data Flow
16h 8h visibility

backlog real time acquisition Gaia

transmission MOC

transmission SOC

0 24one operational day
d-1 d d+1

48

Initial Data Treatment

First Look

Figure courtesy Francois Mignard, updated by LW+STH

Madrid, Spain

Astrometry 

(50 mas)

Astrometry 
(100 μas)

ASA

Science Alerts 
(Cambridge)
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object type

new old

downup

• microlensing 
• dwarf novae 
• SN on galaxy 
• novae 
• Be stars 
• AGN flares 
• FUOrs, EXOrs

• RCrB 
• DY Per 
• single eclipses 
• dark clouds 
• exoComets

• transients 
• supernovae 
• novae 
• DNe 
• TDE 
• AGN flares 
• GRB OT 
• M-dwarf flares

brighter 
than 19 mag* 

(* tunable)

delta-mag 
RMS-based

Alert Detection: Daily
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Year 1: in a nutshell
From 13 Oct 2014 — 9 Jun 2015 

297 IDT runs processed (204.. 517) 

~16 billion transits ingested 

~52 million alert candidates 

19
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Filtering per day

20

Transits

Alert candidates

Alerts

Mitigation

Detection

Classification

We have:
~108

~105-106

~1

We want:
~108

<103

~10
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Gaia: Key Strengths and Weaknesses

Low dispersion spectra of every transit down to 19th mag 
Spatial resolution (HST-like) and astrometric precision 
Fast photometry (4.5 sec) 
High dynamic range (mag 3—20) 
Photometric precision 
Well behaved biases 

Low cadence (2h, 4h, 30d) 
~few day delay between observation and publication

x
x
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aggressive biased filters (galactic plane, ecliptic plane, near galaxy) 
>=2 people eyeballing few 100s candidates a day 
at least 2 people had to confirm 
assign Gaia name and publish if agreed

Classification by humans
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Classification by humans
lightcurve + ancillary data Environment

BP/RP spectra

=> Gaia15aek Supernova type IIP 2 weeks past maxWyrzykowski & Blagorodnova
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Year 1: in a nutshell

From 13 Oct 2014 — 9 Jun 2015 

297 IDT runs processed (204.. 517) 

~16 billion transits ingested 

~52 million alert candidates 

273 published alerts 

108 classified (40%, incl: 4 AGN, 9 CV, 74 SN)
24

Blagorodnova: PhD thesis



Łukasz Wyrzykowski

PUBLICATION OF ALERTS

http://www.rochesterastronomy.org/sn2015/snstats.html
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Alerts to date
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Why so many candidates?
• Spurious new sources (diffraction spikes) 

• Spurious transits (VPU duplicates) 

• Wrong light curves (bad source-transit matching) 

• Running without calibration 

• SSOs, periodic variables not robustly excluded 

• Internal mistakes with scan coverage

27
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• Goal (since Alerts switch-off): minimise alerts from 
contaminants.  

• Incorporated cycle0 re-crossmatch, blacklist, and our own 
flags to reduce alert rate from spurious detections/XMs. 

• Current Alert Rates are ~100-1000s per day (depending on 
scan region) 

• We can now run automated filtering and classification 
algorithms: Lightcurve Classifier (Random Forest), Spectral 
Classifier (Blagorodnova et al. 2014), XM and Environment 
Analysis

28

Reducing Contaminants
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H S T  i m a g e 
c r e d i t : 
N A S A ,  E S A , 
HEIC, and The 
Hubble Heritage 
Team (STScI/
AURA) 
G a i a  i m a g e 
c r e d i t : E S A /
Gaia/DPAC/UB/
IEEC 

Cateye 
Nebula 

The scale of 
the image is 
~1 by ~1 
arcminute. 
There are 
~84,000 Gaia 
detections 
made in this 
area from 25 
July to 21 
August 2014. 
Gaia is actually 
able to detect 
not only stars 
but also high 
surface 
brightness 
filamentary 
structures
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Gaia14aaa: our first Supernova

• Uncalibrated 
photometry 

• Measurements 
separated by ~30 
days
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Gaia14aaa: our first Supernova

• Uncalibrated 
photometry 

• Measurements 
separated by ~30 
days 

• Best fit model 
spectrum SN Ia
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Gaia14aae, ASASSN-14cn
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Gaia14aae: A new AM CVn
• Outburst in Gaia, 

but object also 
seen in outburst in 
ASAS and Pan-
STARRS 

• WHT follow up 
sees strong 
Helium lines - AM 
CVn classification 
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Gaia14aae: an eclipsing AM CVn

• Enrique de Miguel (Centre for Backyard Astrophysics) followed up the 
alerts and saw eclipses 
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min

Ma
g

88m->21s  (factor ~250)

ASASSN-14cn, Gaia14aae• Loiano 
Observatory 
(152cm Cassini 
Telescope) 

• Additional CBA, 
WHT, Asiago data

PIs : Gisella Clementini, Lukasz Wyrzykowski 
Observers : Heather Campbell, Krzysztof Rybicki, Piotr Wielgórski, Giuseppe Altavilla + Support Astronomer 
Reduction and observing strategy : Simon Hodgkin

Gaia14aae: an eclipsing AM CVn
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Discovery of the 3rd known eclipsing AM CVn 
(candidate Ia progenitor)

88m->21s  (factor ~250)

• WHT LC cadence 
~10s 

• Period 49.71 min 
• Eclipses 111 sec

• Lower limits on the masses of 0.78 and 0.015 M⊙ (q=0.019), sep=0.41 R⊙ 
• The White Dwarf is fully eclipsed (first example in an AM CVn) 
• It showed 3 outbursts in 4 months 
• Relatively long period for an outbursting system
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Gaia14aae, ASASSN-14cn

Campbell et al. 2015



The New Gaia Alerts Interfaces

Gaia MarshallAlerts Publisher

Arancha Delgado   Simon Hodgkin, DPAC2015, Leiden

gaiamarshall@ast.cam.ac.ukhttp://gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/alerts/

http://gsaweb.ast.cam.ac.uk/alerts/








☝



☝



☝



☝
contemporaneous 
spectra for  
transients is unique



☝

please send comments

contemporaneous 
spectra for  
transients is unique
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Gaia Data Release Schedule

• 1st: LATE SUMMER 2016: Positions and G-magnitudes, EPSL data 

• 2nd: EARLY 2017: 5-parameter astrometric solutions (Ra, Dec, Proper 
Motions, Parallaxes), Integrated BP/RP photometry and mean radial 
velocities (where no variation) 

• 3rd: 2017/2018 TBC: RV orbits, classifications and parameters, BP/RP and 
RVS spectra 

• 4th: 2018/2019 TBC: photometric variables and photometry. SSO orbits 

and epoch measurements. 

• Final: 2022 TBC: All data and derived catalogues
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Outreach and 
Education

46



gaia.ac.uk
• This is home for the Gaia 

Science Alerts outreach 
effort 

• Gives access to 

• Alerts 

• Supporting Educational 
Materials 

• Background and 
Context 

• Activities

http://gaia.ac.uk
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Photometric followup: robotic telescopes 
• Gaia sampling is 
• sparse: need help to get 

more data and classify Alerts 

• Target: schools/amateurs 
• Using: 

•  Faulkes Telescope/
LCOGT 

•  National Schools' 
Observatory/LivTel 

•  Bradford telescope 
•  PIRATE Telescope 

(universities) 

0.4m   2m     1m 
2500h   500h  1000h
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for Gaia Science Alerts Photometric Follow-up

software developed by Sergey Koposov, IoA

Calibration Server

• http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/ioa/wikis/
gsawgwiki/index.php/Calibration_Server

http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/ioa/wikis/gsawgwiki/index.php/Calibration_Server


Combined light curves with 
follow-up data

The calibration 
server tags the data 
points in the light 
curve for 
accreditation. 

76 registered users, 
43 of whom have 
contributed almost 
18000 data points 
in total so far for 
269 Alerts

S. Koposov, L. Wyrzykowski 

Followup data
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Thank you all !
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Data release scenario

l Based on assumption of smooth development and operations!
l Each release updates the previous and contains significant new additions
l Science alerts started already

Mid-2016 Positions + G magnitude (⇠ all sky, single stars)
• Includes more often scanned Ecliptic pole regions
• Hundred Thousand Proper Motions (Hipparcos-Gaia, ⇠ 50 µas/yr)

Early 2017 radial velocities for bright stars, two-band photometry, and full
astrometry (↵, �, $, µ↵⇤, µ�) where available.

2017/2018 (TBC) full astrometry, orbital solutions for short period binaries,
(GBP � GRP), BP/RP Spectrophotometry and astrophysical parameters ,
radial velocities, RVS spectra

2018/2019 (TBC) Updates on previous release — including more sources, source
classifications, multiple astrophysical parameters, variable star solutions
and epoch photometry for them, solar system results

2022 (TBC) Everything

Overview Status Data releases EWASS - 2015.06.23 - 20/22


